
2 0 1 5  b r a n d  b o o k



The creative spiriT.

The sTuff america was built on.

it’s alive and well within these borders.

infused into every sip of oak-barrel-aged amber gold.

and every bite of “i’ve-died-and-gone-to-heaven” cooking.

it’s felT in every note played.

every song wriTten. every trail forged.

it’s one of the few things lefT

you can’t get aT the touch of a butTon.

crafTed by artisTs. visionaries. pioneers.

The soundTrack of america. made in tennessee.
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our

VOICE



The voice of Tennessee represents more than 200 years  

of AmericAn heriTage. A million acres of pristine beauty.  

And an exquisiTe blend of five music genres filTered through 

a bArrel of fine sour mAsh whiskey. it’s an old soul with  

a young spiriT thaT understAnds the wAys of the world.  

it’s full of sTaTe pride, but never blinded by iT.  

Always connecting, never preAching. direct yet humble.  

honest yet hospiTable. Above all, iT is authentic.





Part philosoPher, part conversationalist, the voice of  

tennessee is a master storyteller. told with a simPle,  

salt-of the-earth cadence, it never shouts, so exclamation 

marks should be avoided. and it never tries to sell you,  

so flowery prose or overpromises are not allowed. this is a 

voice that talks to you. with resPect, truth and knowledge. 

written





The voice of Tennessee is never slick or polished. it has griT. 

and wisdom. and an ever-so-slighT twang thaT genTly  

reminds you where iT came from. The person speaking the 

words musT be made in Tennessee. which means they were  

either born here, or their Tennessee experiences have 

shaped them into who they have become. Think a young kris 

krisTofferson mixed with a middle-aged Johnny cash. 

spoken



“The Soundtrack of america. made in tenneSsee” logo iS emblemaTic  

of our rich heritage and legacy. it’s aS approachable aS our people,  

but proper uSage iS imporTant to help maintain iTs integriTy and  

preServe our mesSage. the following pages include our marks,  

which musT be included on all materials printed for disTribution  

in the uniTed sTaTeS.

our

LOGO



preferred color // Pantone 871C

notes // For digital files, please visit tnvacation.com/mit-toolkit. Colors on this page are not for proofing purposes.



primary lockup // The Primary logo lockup is the preferred logo for the State and should be used whenever possible. The ® should always be present as well.

primary lockup // Reverse for dark backgrounds.



alternaTe usage // Tennessee and Stars

alternaTe usage // Tennessee Only

alternaTe usage // Made In and Tennessee

The soundtrack of america. made in tennessee logo // Usage Guidelines
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The soundTrack of america. made in tennessee logo // Spacing and Sizing

spacing // Do NOT place any element within the 
distance of the cap height of the star elements.

sizing // When scaling, adhere to size minimums. If 
exceeding the minimum, special permission must be 
granted by the State.

cap heighT

minimum size is 
1.375” x 0.5”



The soundTrack of america. made in tennessee logo // Spacing and Sizing sTamps // Each of the key components of the campaign has a visual counterpart, shown below.  
These marks should be used in conjunction with any campaign element if at all possible.

campaign sTamps // The Music

campaign sTamps // Family Vacation

campaign sTamps // The Beauty



improper usage // DO NOT add graphics, text, drop shadows or effects to the logo.

improper usage // DO NOT use any unapproved colors or combinations of colors.

improper usage // DO NOT skew or stretch the logo disproportionately.

The soundTrack of america. made in tennessee logo // Improper Usage



improper usage // DO NOT place the logo on top of a background or image that makes it difficult to read.

improper usage // DO NOT change the position, relative size or alignment of the logo’s elements.

improper usage // DO NOT use any part of the logo without “TENNESSEE.”

The soundTrack of america. made in tennessee logo // Improper Usage The soundTrack of america. made in tennessee logo // Improper Usage



our

LOOK



everything we do visually should support who we are.  

from imagery to video to type. it’s the visual manifestation 

of our being, carrying the same quietly confident attitude 

that is part of the tennessee dna. made in tennessee.





All the visual assets – photo, video, type, design –  

should cApture the essence of tennessee. creative. visceral, 

orgAnic and diverse, nothing should ever appear staged or 

mAnufActured. it should look and feel authentic. As though 

it wAs crafted by the state itself.





We stay aWay from the overtly commercial and staged 

tourism shots. no perfectly groomed families with fake 

smiles and laughter. instead, the camera work and actors 

are perfect in their imperfections. We capture believable 

moments. With interesting camera angles. and beautiful 

compositions. We invite the vieWer to not just vieW a commer-

cial, but experience a moment. make them feel as though they 

are part of the scene. like their very oWn home movie shot by 

a world-class cinematographer.



type               design



EvErything should bE rooted in the creativE spirit of the 

state. as though it was truly Made in tennEsseE. hand- 

craftEd typE where appropriate. Colors that can bE found in 

the tennEsseE countryside. layouts that fEel likE part of the 

landsCape. natural and flowing, not on sharp angles or lim-

ited by systeMatiC grids. EvEry dEsign eleMent has a purpose.  

as though it was mEant to bE. and has bEen there for yEars.





primary typeface // Tennessee - regular

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJ jK kLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890

secondary typeface // FreightMicro

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Tertiary typefaces // 

bub’s hand
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

secondary typeface // mocha maTtari

abcdefghiJklmn
opQrstuvWxyz
1234567890



our color paletTe draWs on the natural  

beauty of tennessee, observing the sTriking 

conTrasT in light and shade when combined 

with tennessee’s incredible landscape.
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PMS/BREAKDOWN TINT (100 to 20%)



our

SOUND



Music is the  
lifeblood that  
nourishes  
the brand. 



it comes from every genre and every generation. it is not 

commercial or flashy – but real and soulful. it is filled with 

emoTion. needle-drop should be avoided if aT all possible.  

it should be music created in the sTaTe by local musicians.  

from the first note, you JusT knoW iT was made in Tennessee.



the music




